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The Profession

ture for its own sake. Rather, it is to
set the intellectual stage for your
work, clarifying what is known about
a particular topic and what new (or
different) can be discovered. While
thoroughness in the literature review
is a virtue, a more important one is
developing a structured, coherent
argument.
It is useful in the early stages to
find a book on which to model the
structure of your dissertation. The
model will provide you with guide
posts. After having written the dissertation's first chapter, for instance,
you can get a sense of where to go
next. The stronger the analogues
between dissertation and book (in
methodology, tone, and substantive
focus), the more useful the guideposts.

and prospective employers know
that. The wrong topic can cost
months of wasted effort, or never get
done, derailing an otherwise promising career.
There is only a little bit of truth to
the adage that you should love your
dissertation topic at the outset because you will hate it by the time
your are done. Actually, the dissertation should be the high point of your
graduate career. It permits you to
move from being a consumer of
knowledge to a producer of it.
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Gender and Student Evaluations of Teaching
Kristi Andersen and Elizabeth D. Miller, Syracuse University
In 1992, PS published a report by
APSA's Committee on the Status of
Women regarding the current status
of women in the discipline, including
recommendations for improvement
in recruitment and hiring, tenure
and promotion procedures, faculty
development, and graduate programs. Here we raise a subject which
was not considered in the previous
report but which has generated a
good deal of concern among women
scholars: the potentially damaging
effects of gender bias in student
evaluations of teaching, specifically
with regard to student expectations.
Many teaching colleges have long
used quality of teaching as the primary qualification for tenure, and
recently many research universities
have begun to pay more systematic
attention to teaching in evaluating
faculty members for promotion and
216

tenure. How to evaluate teaching for
either "formative" or "summative"
purposes is subject to quite a bit of
contention (see, e.g., Marsh 1984);
in particular, the use of closed-ended
student evaluations of teaching, or
SETs, have generated controversy.
A number of female political scientists, like their colleagues in other
disciplines, have expressed concerns
about possible bias in the kinds of
questions used in standard SET
forms, and about their departments'
interpretation of the responses to
these questions. A few anecdotes
can be used to illustrate the basis for
this concern:
At a large private research univer-

sity, her departmentdiscussesan
Asian-Americanwoman'stenurecase.
Some of her teachingevaluation

bias:that, in particular,some white
male studentsare uncomfortablewith
her classroom authority. A senior
white male faculty member dismisses
this, saying "I read over the openended responses, and they don't say
anything about her being Asian or a
woman."
A female faculty member at a liberal arts college is denied tenure.
Though her colleagues say her research is strong, some tell her they
voted against her tenure because her
teaching style "just didn't seem to fit
with the rest of the department."
A community college uses a hard
and fast cut-off, based on average
SET scores, to determine qualification for tenure: if a faculty members'
scores are below 4.0 on a 5 point
scale, he or she simply cannot be considered for tenure.

scores are low. In her teaching state-

ment the professorsays that she believes this is due to genderand racial
PS: Political Science & Politics
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Student Evaluations
of Teaching
General Observations
Many studies have examined potential biases in student evaluations.
These studies are of two types. Laboratory studies usually consist of students reading descriptions of "professors" and/or watching videotapes
or slides of "lectures" and then completing SETs. These studies attempt
to control for variables other than
gender, such as class size, gestures,
and subject material. Observational
studies are "real-life" studies, usually
analyzing actual SETs from certain
semesters at a given university.
These studies try to obtain as much
demographic information and include as many diverse classes as possible.
Taken together, the results of the
studies we reviewed offer ambiguous
conclusions. In many of these studies, male professors receive higher
ratings than their female counterparts (Sidanius & Crane 1989; Kierstead et al., 1988; Basow & Silberg
1987). Others have female professors
receiving higher evaluations than
males (Tatro, 1995). Cashin's (1995)
review of the literature showed little
to no difference. Feldman's (1993,
1992) reviews found little to no difference in laboratory studies, while
in observational studies, females had
higher ratings in two-thirds of the
cases.
Student Expectations of
the Instructor
One important consistency that
emerges from these studies is the
following: student expectations of
the instructor, including expectations
based on gender-role beliefs, play a
significant role in student evaluations. If the professor lives up to or
surpasses those expectations, ratings
will generally be positive. If the professor fails to live up to the expectations, student ratings of the instructor and the course will tend to be
negative. "Instructors who fit stereotypes received better evaluations
than did instructors who deviated
from stereotypical expectations" (Kierstead et al., 1988, 344).
Obviously students may have mulJune 1997

tiple and possibly conflicting expectations about how instructors will
behave. The two most obvious
sources of these expectations are
gender and discipline. These stereotypes may encourage teaching styles
and approaches perceived to be
"male"-more adversarial, more authoritative-rather than those with
which women may be more comfortable. If these are the techniques that
students associate with (the more
numerous) male professors, women
may not be perceived as "legitimate"
professors and academics if they
choose, for example, to use more
participatory or cooperative teaching
methods.
Thus many female instructors find
themselves in a double bind. Traditional stereotypes of professors
(though this may be changing) traditionally include primarily masculine
characteristics. When confronted
with women faculty, students may
expect a more nurturing role, but
then judge that behavior as less than
professorial. On the other hand, if a
woman is more assertive, students
may perceive her as too masculine.
It seems as if women faculty must
fulfill their gender role (nurturant)
and their professional role (competent and knowledgeable), which according to some stereotypes may be
incompatible. Anecdotal evidence
certainly suggests that many female
faculty feel that no matter how they
act, their behavior is "not quite
right" (Sandler 1991).
In general, the studies we examined found that evaluations of male
and female professors do appear to
be based in part on differing expectations: that male professors will be
authoritative and decisive, for example, and that female professors will
be responsive and sociable.
In a study of 9,005 student evaluations from a single semester at one
university, Sidanius & Crane (1989)
found that female professors, overall, had lower "global evaluation"
ratings and lower competency ratings
than males; these differences held
even while controlling for a number
of variables such as students' sex,
GPA, expected grade, discipline, and
course size. Both male and female
students gave female professors
lower evaluations. Women professors may not find this surprising.

Many can supply anecdotes in which
students are surprised at their level
of knowledge, or where students
question authority in other ways.
One male studentcontinuallyobjected to manyof the statements
made by a womanfacultymemberin
her class. He would call out comments such as "Thatdoesn't make
sense,""I disagreewith that,"and
similarstatementsin responseto the
professor'ssubstantiveremarks.She
recognizedthat his commentswere
not relatedto the substanceof her
statementswhen the followingoccurred:the facultymember,using her
own experienceas a teachingexample, began to state that she had been
at a supermarketand the male student immediatelyinterruptedto call
out "That'snot true."(Sandler1991,
pp. 5).
Because women are assumed to
be supportive listeners, they often
have more advisory roles, without
recognition from students. While
students say they do get more time
from women faculty, they do not
report women as more accessible
than their male counterparts (Sandler, 1991). Bennett (1982) found
that although female faculty spent
more time with students than male
faculty, they received equal ratings
as to how much time was spent with
the professor outside of class while
Langbein (1994) found an equal effect. But Sidanius and Crane (1989)
found that students' perceptions that
female professors were more sensitive to students did not hold when
other variables were controlled.
A laboratory study in which students read descriptions of teaching
situations of which half included outof-class socializing with students
found no difference between nonsocial and social males, but female instructors who were unfriendly outside of class received lower ratings.
Evaluations of equally friendly male
and female professors from slide
"lectures" found male professors
received higher ratings (Kierstead et
al., 1988).
Other expectations can play a part
in evaluations (and may interact with
gender) as well. Students with high
GPAs tend to give lower evaluations
(Langbein 1994; Sidanius & Crane
1989). On the other hand, the higher
the expected grade in the class, the
217
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higherwere the evaluations(Tatro
1995;Langbein1994;Sidanius&
Crane 1989;Marsh1984). Langbein
found that the lower the expected
grade,the lower female professors'
evaluationswere comparedto males.
A multivariateanalysisproducedthis
result:"femalefacultyare rewarded,
relativeto men, for 'supportive,'
'nurturing'behavior,but they are
punished,relativeto men, for 'objecbehaviorthat is
tive,' 'authoritarian'
role inconsistent"(Langbein1994:
551). Severalstudies found that if a
professordisplaysa mix of feminine
and masculinecharacteristics,student evaluationswill be higherthan
for those who only show one or the
other (Freeman1994;Basow 1994b;
Martin1984).

with higherevaluations."Women
receivedpositive evaluationsthe
more they interactedwith students
by acknowledgingtheir contributions, respondingto their request,
and "personalizing"
instructionby
revealingtheir own experiencesand
bringingstudents'experiencesinto
the classroom.Womenwere judged
less likableif they did not interact
extensivelywith students,instead
choosingsimplyto present material.
Men's competenceratingsand likabilityratings,on the other hand,
were higherwhen they adheredto
stereotypicalmasculinestyles in their
classrooms,using a "teacheras expert"style:presentingmaterial,admonishing,and interruptingstudents
(Statham,Cook, and Richardson
1991, 130-31).

Teaching Styles and
Student Expectations

Conclusions

Perhapsthe most thoroughstudy
on gender differencesin teaching
styles and studentevaluationswas
conductedby Statham,Cook, and
Richardson(1991). These scholars
combinedclassroomobservations,
studentevaluations,and interviews
with professors.Their sample of
classes includeda wide varietyof
disciplinesat a large university,and
includedclasses taughtin departments where male facultypredominated as well as classes taughtin
departmentsnot predominantly
male; it also includedprofessorsat
differentranks.From both the interview and the observationaldata, they
found "strikingdifferences"in the
emphasisof teachingfor men and
women.
Women tended to focus more on
the studentas the locus of learning;
men, on themselves.Althoughboth
sexes claimedto use an interactive
style, women did so more extensively,takingmore pains to involve
studentsand to receive more input
from students.In keepingwith these
observations,women placed more
emphasison students'participation
(Statham,Cook, and Richardson
1991, 126).
Thoughstudentsoverallrated
their men and women professorsas
equallyeffectiveinstructors,"for the
most part, adherenceto the genderappropriatemodel was rewarded

Severalconclusionscan be drawn
from this literature.First,the controversiessurroundingSETs and the
extent to which the standardSET
formsfail to measureimportantdimensionsof teachingquality(Fox
and Keeter 1996) suggest strongly
that teachingevaluationshould involve multiplemethods.Over-reliance on SETs shouldbe avoided.
Second, it is clear-particularly
from Statham,Cook and Richardson's study-that male and female
facultytend to approachteaching
differentlyand judge the qualityof
their own teachingdifferently.Certainlyin in-servicetrainingprovided
by colleges and universitiesas well
as in evaluativestancestaken by administrators,diverseteachingstyles,
includingthose student-centered
styles more often favoredby women
professors,should be legitimated
and valued. Male facultyand administratorsmay need to be educated
awayfrom the perspectivethat time
spent interactingwith studentsinside
and outside the classroomis a waste
of time.
Third,studentsreact differentlyto
men and women facultyin part because they have differingexpectations about how men and women in
these positionswill and ought to behave. "In constructingevaluation
instrumentsthat measurespecific
behaviors,items tappingboth types

218

of behaviorsought to be includedto
avoid favoringone or the other approach."(Statham,Cook, and Richardson 1991, 152). Department

chairsand committeeswho use SETs
that they have not designedto evaluate their colleagues'teachingfor the
purposesof salaryreview,contract
decisions,or promotionand tenure
should keep in mind some of the
ways that students'reactionsto male
and female professors'teaching
styles have been found to differ.In
particular,they should be awarethat
studentsappearto evaluate"likability" and "competence"for men and
women on somewhatdifferentbases.
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Introduction
This report examines the status of
African American faculty in political
science programs in the 16-states
that constitute the APSA's southern
region where roughly one quarter
(n = 325) of the nation's degreegranting political science programs
are located. Over half of the country's African Americans (58%) live
in the region, and today African
Americans account for an average of
25% of the college-aged population
in 12 of the southern states. The region's racial demographics take on
particular significance in light of the
conclusions of a report by the Southern Education Foundation that,
some 40 years after the Supreme
Court's ruling in Brown v. Topeka
(1954) and one hundred years after

Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), "substantial remnants of segregation continue
to shape higher education [in the
southern region]" (SEF, 1996, p. xv).
Even after the passage of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the federal
court ruling in Adams v. Richardson
(1973), lack of racial/ethnic diversity
among faculty and students is one of
the most intractable remnants of the
legally segregated dual educational
systems.
African American college students
are still under-represented in the
South's traditionally White post-secondary institutions (TWI), but the
shortage of African American faculty
is equally, if not more profoundly,
acute in every institution and in every state (SEF, 1995). With specific
reference to political science departments, Preston and Woodard (1990,
37) use the term "disquieting" to
describe the low number of Black
faculty across the country. The find219

